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1. 0 DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
This report covers the design, analysis and results of an experimental technique
for the determination of hemisphericat emissivity. Specifically, the objective of the
experiment is to obtain the hemispherical eirissivities of low emissivity materials suit-
able for use as the inner cone wall in a radiant corder.
The technique can be explained by reference to Figure 1. The sample (1) is
attached to a control plate whose temperature can be set to an, point within the range
of radiant cooler cones (175K to 250K). The high emissivity cavity (3) is maintained at
a low fixed temperature by a reservoir of liquid nitrogen. At given temperatures of the
sample and cc,Id cavity, the thermal equilibrium (steady-state) temperature of the high
emissivity measuring plate (2) is a function of the emissivity of the sample (Section 2. 0).
For measurements of hemispherical emissivity, the surfaces of the sample and
measuring plate are close-spaced to approximate the geometry of two infinite plane-
parallel plates (dashed position in Figure 1). An increase in the separation between (1)
and (2) in an attempt to detect deviations from specular reflection at the sample proved
to have insufficient sensitivity (Appendix II). The sample is oversized so that the
measuring plate views only the sample and the cold reference (i. e. , so that the
measuring plate cannot see ambient surfaces).
This technique permits the thermal-equilibrium determination of sample
emissivities at temperatures in the range of radiant cooler cones. To ensure that
thermal equilibrium has been achieved, most measurements are made by cooling the
measuring plate from a higher level and by heating it from a lower level. The same
result is obtained from cooling and heating when thermal equilibrium is attained, at
least to the accuracy of the temperature measurements. The time needed to reach a
temperature within 1 percent of the thermal equilibrium value is rather large if the
initial sample temperature is set at the desired value (Appendix I). To reduce the time
required, the initial sample temperature is set below the desired (final) value for cooling
and above the desired value for heating. When the measuring plate temperature reaches
the band determined by the expected range of emissivity values (Section 2. 0), the sample
temperature is reset at the desired final value.
The emissivity of the sample is, in effect, measured by means of the plate (2).
This approach has several desirable features. First, as stated above, it allows the
sample temperature to be set at the required value.. Secondly, the time to achieve
thermal equilibrium is reduced by the high radiative coupling between the back of the
plate and the cold cavity. Thirdly, the temperature of the measuring plate is much
less influenced than a low emissivity surface by conduction to the surroundings and by
edge effects. Fourthly, the measuring plate does not have to be changed with a change
in sample. And finally., the measuring plate attains temperabires within the range of(2-.
the
 patch in a radiant cooler (Sections 2. 0 and 3. 0). The approach therefore produces
a good simulation of conditions in an actual radiant cooler.
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tThe maximum relative error 6 e 1/e 1 in the determination of the emissivity c I
is in the range from 5 to 10 percent at thermal equilibrium when nominal corrections
are made for the systematic errors A deviation of t 1% from thermal equilibrium as
measured by the temperature of the plate (2) introduces an additional relative error of
about the same magnitude.
1.1 Sam le
The form of the sample is shown in Figure 2. It is mounted within the tempera-
ture control plate shown in Figure 3. The temperature is controlled by means of a
liquid nitrogen cooled backplate and a thermoelectric unit between the backplate and
the temperature control plate. The temperature of the backplate is regulated by an
on-off controller that uses a thermocouple sensor. The temperature is increased by
means of an electrical heater and decreased by means of liquid nitrogen. A thermistor
is used to sense the temperature for the thermoelectric proportional controller
(A. R. Karoli, J. R. Hickey, and R. E. Nelson, Appl. Opt. 6, 1183, 1967). The
entire control system regulates the temperature of the control plate to w ithin f. 0.5K
at any point in the range from 175K to 250K.
Actual temperature measurements are made by means of two calibrated platinum
resistance thermometers. The temperature difference between the control plate and
sample is monitored by means of a chromel-constantan differential thermocouple. The
front surface of sample is set at a very smali separation from the measuring plate prior
to evacuation of the apparatus (Figure 1).
1.2 Measuring Plate
The design of the measuring plate is shown in Figure 4. The front and rear
areas are covered with 30 degree triangular grooves that are coated with 3M black
velvet. The edge of the plate is covered with low emissivity gold. The measuring
plate is suspended from the cold cavity by three 0. 02 inch diameter fiberglass filaments
of 1 inch length. Its temperature is measured with a four-lead platinum resistance
thermometer. The thermometer leads between the measuring plate (2) and cold cavity
(3) are 2 x 10`3
 inch diameter nickel of 6 inch length.
The nickel leads have the same thermal conductance as 1-inch chromel leads
of the same diameter but a lower electrical resistance (3.3 ohms versus 14 ohms). In
addition, the nickel wire solders much more easily. The electrical, and thermal conduc-
tivity of nickel in the temperature range of interest are given in the Cryogenic Materials
Data Handbook (F. R. Schwartzberg, et. al., AD-609 5621 , the Martin Company, Denver,
for AFSC, W-PAFB, Ohio, August, 1964) and in the AIP Handbook (Ed. by D. E. Gray,
McGrall-Hill, 1957, p. 4-78).
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The hewispherical emissivity of the high emissivity surfaces can be calculated
from the formula of Treuenfels (J. Opt. Soc. Am. 53, 1162 9 1963) for triangular
grooves (Seer also E. M. Sparrow and R. D. Cess, "Radiation Heat Transfer",
Brooks/Cole Div. of Wadsworth, 1966, pp. 168-169).
C 
2	
Co + fl (1 -e o)
where	 fi -	 cos 2	 1.40
Co =	 emissivity of coating
W
	 -	 total groove angle
This equation assumes that the coating is a diffuse reflector. The black velvet coating
has an average emissivity of about 0.94 for wavelengths from 5 to 40 µm and for tem-
peratures from 77 to 373K (D. S. Stierwalt, Appl. Opt. 5 1 1914, 1966). Hemmerdinger
and Hembach give a total normal emissivity of 0.92 at a temperature of 230K (Chapt. 20
to Handbook of Military Infrared Technology, ed. by W. Wolfe, Office of Naval Research,
1965). Fulk and Reynolds quote an emissivity of 0.97 for a black matt lacquer at 373K
(AIP handbook, ed. by D. E. Grey, McGraw-Hill, 1957). We will, therefore, assume
that the emissivity of the coating lies in the range from 0.92 to 0.97. The resultant
values of hemispherical emissivity for a 30 degree triangular groove as listed in
Table 1.
Table 1 Emissivity of Measuring Plate
c o	 E2
0.92	 0.969
0.94	 0. 97 7
0.97	 0.989
For a sample temperature range from 175K to 250K and a sample emissivity
range from 0.02 to 0. 06, the measuring plate temperature range is from 88K to 128K
(Section 2 0).
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1.3 Cold Cavity
The cold cavity is in the form of s. cylinder whose inner surface is covered with
30 degree 'triangular grooves (Figure 1). It is constructed from high conductivity
copper and maintained at a low temperature by a reservoir of liquid nitrogen. The
reservoir is kept full by a level sensor that controls a valve in the line from the cryogen
supply tank. The temperature of the cavity is measured at two points by means of cali-
brated platinum resistance thermometers. The cavity and reservoir are supported in
the vacuum chamber by a cradle constructed of low conductivity synthane and by the
liquid nitrogen feed line.
The length to radius ratio of the cylinder as seen from the position of the
measuring plate is 2:1, which produces a limiting value of cavity emissivity for a
diffusely reflecting wall of 0.9 or higher emissivity (Sparrow and Cess, op. cit. )
The wall has the emissivity E2 of 30 degree triangular grooves, which depends on
the emissivity c o of the 3M black velvet as shown in Table 1. The emissivity of the
cylindrical cold cavity as seen from the measuring plate can be obtained from linear
interpolation of Figure 6-2 of Sparrow and Cess or from the limiting value formula
given by Treuenfels (op. cit. ). The results of the two approaches agree to the first
three significant figures (Table 2).
Table 2 Emissivity of Cold Cavity
	
c o
	 3
	
0.92	 0.992
	
0.94	 0.994
	
0.97	 0.997
k
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2.0 BASIC EQUATION
The basic equation of the experiment relates the emissivity of the sample to
the measured temperatures of the sample, measuring plate, and cold cavity. For
only radiative coupling between surfaces, it is shown below to be
_
E ,,	 -- 0.97	
T2 4	 4Tg	 (2)
Ti 4 _ T24
where	 E1 -	 emissivity of sample
Ti -	 temperature of sample
T2
 -	 temperature of measuring plate,
T3 -	 temperature of cold Cavity
The factor of 0.97 accounts for the non-unity emissivities (deviations from blackness)
of the measuring plate and cold cavity. The result is independent of the nature of the
reflection at the sample. The derivation given below reveals the approximations used
in obtaining the basic equation. The influence of these approxii-nathms on the calculatiow
of the sample emissivity is covered in Section 4.0 together with other sources of error
and uncertainty.
To begin with, we will assume that the absorptivities a are unchanged by
reflection. This means, for example, that the a of the measuring plate (2) for radia-
tion from the sample (1) after reflection from (2) and (1) is the same as the absorptivity
of (2) for radiation coming directly from (1). It also means that the a of a surface for
its own radiation is equal to its emissivity even after reflection. In addition, we will
neglect the influence of multiple reflections among the sample, measuring plate, and
cold cavity on the radiative interchange between the sample and plate. This is equivalent
to assuming that the cold cavity is black (has an absorptivity of one) for radiation from
the sample and front surface of the plate. Because the surfaces of (1) and (2) are not in
fact infinite in extent, there is some radiative coupling between the front of (2) and the
cold cavity. This interchange is neglected here. Its influence on the precision of the
emissivity determination is considered in Section 4.1.
The flux from (1) absorped in (2) is given by
2
§1--o 2 = A l
 a T14 
E1 F12 (a2 + (1 -a2)(1 -E1) F22' a2 + 0 - ar2 )2 (1 -El )` F22^ a2 + ...)
4	 E1X1-+2 = Al F12 vTl	 _	
a2
1--o2 	 (3)1 (1 ED (1 a'2) F22
9
Al -^	 area of samplewhere
F12 =	 view factor from sample to front surface of
measuring plate
F22^ view factor from front surface of measuring plate
to its own specular image as seen by reflection in
the sample
E 1 -	 emissivity of sample
a2 -	 absorptivity of plate for
 sample radiation
This equation assumes specular reflection at the sample, diffuse reflection at the
measuring plate, and diffuse emission from both surfaces. It is also assumed that
the magnitudes of the emitted and reflected fluxes do not vary along the surfaces.
Similarly, the flux from (2) absorbed in (1) is
E
02-► 1 - A2 F21 a T2 
4	 2
1 -(1 - E2 ) (1 -al ) E	
O
22'
where E 2 is the emissivity of the front surface of the measuring plate and al the
ab..jrptivity of the sample for plate radiation. By reciprocity, we have (Sparrow
and Cess, op. cit. , Section 3.1 and Chapter 4)
Al F12 - A2 F21
Now we have already assumed that the a's are unchanged by the multiple
reflections between sample and plate. The simplest way for this to be so is for the
reflectivities, 1 - E and 1 - a and therefore the a's themselves, to be independent
of wavelength. The emissivity of one surface""
	
is still not strictly equal to
its absorptivity for radiation from the .other surface. Emission is over a hemisphere
while absorption is over less than °a hemisphere because the view factors are less than
unity (See Sparrow and Ceps; "op. cit. , p. 35). As shown below, on the o&. .er hand,
the view factors are close to unity. We will therefore assume that
al -	 E 1
and
	
a2 -
	 E2
and is, that Kirchhoff Is law holds.
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The influence of a deviation from Kirchhoff Is law on the determination of sample
emissivity is considered in Section 4.6. Unfortunately, we have no information on the
magnitudes of any differences between emissivities and absorptivities and are therefore
unable to obtain any numerical estimate of the resultant error. The important surface,
however, is the metallic sample, as shown by the basic equation. And, according to
Scott (Cryogenic Engineering, D. Van Nostrand, 1959, pp 347-348), metals are approxi-
mately greybodies in the region of the electromagnetic spectrum of importance in
cryogenies. Moreover, the experimental arrangement approximates the temperatures
within a radiant cooler, so that the results can be expected to apply with good accuracy
to the design of radiant coolers even in the presence of some non-grey error.
'The net flux from (1) to (2) is then
^11 _ 2 = 11-> 2 - '02-s 1 = A 2 F21 a (T14 -T24	
E
) 1 - 1
	
1
E F ^	 (5)
E
(	 1)(
1
 E2 
2) 22
We will now make the approximation that
F21 E2
1 -(1 -E1 ) (1 -E2) F22^	 -
This is equivalent to assuming that F2 1
 = 1, F22 ' = 1, and E 1 « 1. The assumptions
that the view factors are unity leads to the expression
El E2
E2 + (1 -E2 ) E1
This is the formula for the radiative coupling factor between two infinite plane-parallel
plates and is independent of the nature of the reflection at the sample (Scott, op. cit.
p. 148). The sample emissivity determined by the proposed technique is therefore also
independent of its reflectivity pattern.
The front surface of the measurement plate, its specular image in the sample,
and the sample are in the form of circular areas with a common central normal. The
view factors F21 and F221 are therefore given by the equation (M. Jakob, op. cit.
p. 14)
Fi, _ 	 1 + B^ + C2 -	 (1 + B2 + C2 )2 -482
 C2
^	 2B2
where B -	 b/a
C	 =	 c/a
b	 =	 radius of circle i
c	 =	 radius of circle j
a	 -	 separation between circles
1
(6)
11
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For the experimental arrangement shown in Figure 1, b is 1.25 inches and c 2. 00
inches. The separation between the sample and plate is about 0.010 inch, so that the
separation between the plate and its specular image is 0.020 inch. The resultant view
factors are then
F21 =	 0.999 993
and	 F22 =	 0.984127
For
	 E2 equal to 0. 977 (Table 1) and El equal to 0. 04, we then have
	
F21 
E 
2	 - 0.9987
1 -( 1 - Fl)(1 -E2)F221
The assumption that this factor is unity therefore introduces a relative error, 6 El/El,
of only 0.0013. And for el equal to 0. 02, the relative error is reduced to 0.0008.
This is much less than the errors and uncertainties from other sources (Section 4.0)
and will therefore be neglected.
Our formula for the net radiative exchange between the sample and the measuring
plate is now
h. 2 = El QA2 (T14 -T24 )	 (7)
and represents a gain in power for the measuring plate. It is balanced at thermal
equilibrium by a net loss of power to the scold cavity. In general, the loss is given by
§2
 - 3 = E23 a A2 (T24 -T34)
where E23 is the radiative coupling factor between the rear surface of the measuring
plate and the cold cavity. An estimate of E23 can be made by replacing the cold cavity
with a circular area at its mouth whose emissivity is equal to that of the cavity (Table 2).
The coupling between the plate and cavity is then that between two close-spaced, plane-
parallel plates, so that we have
'E23 	 2 E3
E3 + (1 -E3 ) E2
Values of E23 are listed in Table 3 for three values of coating emissivity Eo.
Table 3 Radiative Coupling Factor Between (2) and (3)
	
E 	 E23
	0.92	 0.961
	0.94	 0.971
	
0.97	 0.986
12
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We will assume that 623 equals 0.97. Equating 4+1 _2 to f2_3 then yields thebasic equation for the experiment (equation 2). The uncertainty in the emissivity of
3M black velvet coating produces a relative uncertainty in 623 , and therefore also
in the calculated value of 61, of about ;F. 0. 013 (See Section 4.1).
The temperature of the measuring plate as given by the basic equation is shown
In Table 4 for sample emissivities from 0.01 to 0.1 and for sample temperatures from
175K to 250K. The cold cavity is assumed to be at 80K.
Table 4 Temperature T2 of Measuring Plate
T2 for T1
 equal to
E1	 175K	 200K	 250K
0.01	 84.1K	 86.8K	 94.7
0.02 87.7 92.3 1 C14. 5
0.04 93.5 100.7 118.0
0.06 98.3 107.1 127.7
0.08 102.3 112.4 135.3
0.10 105.7 116.9 141.6
T3 = 8 01
13
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3.0 RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT
Three emissivity sample plates with a substrate of 6061-T6 aluminum were
prepared. The preparation of the first (1) and second sample (2) began with a vapor
blast of the surface and ended with the vacuum deposition of a gold layer, The third
sample (3) was polished and gold plated. Sample 1 was processed according to the
procedure used on the cooler cone for the ITOS Very High Resolution Radiometer.
After vapor blasting, it was spray-coated with polyurethane varnish and placed under
a bell jar (to reduce adhesion of dust particles) to cure at room temperature. Sample
2 was processed according to the procedure used on the Filter Wedge Spectrometer
cooler cone. After vapor blasting, it was coated by pouring on a mixture of 25 units
u_ Epi-Rez 510, 20 units of Methyl Nadic Anhydride, and 1 unit of DMP-30. It was
then cured at 105 degrees C for an hour. The vacuum deposit of gold on 1 and 2 was
preceded by vacuum deposited layers of rhodium and aluminum. The plating of gold
on 3 was preceded by a copper flashing and a nickel plating.
The third sample is not suitable for use as the inner cone wall in a radiant
cooler because of its diffuse reflection behavior at infrared wavelengths (R. Viskanta,
et. a1. , Analysis and Experiment of Radiant Heat Exchange Between Simply .Arranged
Surfaces, AFFDL-TR-67 -94, AF Flight Dynamics Lab. , W-PAFB, Ohio, June, 1967),
It is, however, commonly used to reduce radiative coupling to the back of the cooler
patch and to other cooler components not radiating to cold space.
A total of eight experiments were conducted on the three samples. The average
temperature gradient in the temperature control plate Rs measured by two calibrated
platinum resistance thermometers (Figure 3) was 0.05K. The average temperature
gradient between the control plate and sample plate was 0.9K, but it varied from 0.05K
to 2.2K depending on the sample and its temperature. The cold cavity (See Figure 1)
had an average temperature of 78.55K with an average gradient between sensors of
0.30K. The average temperature increase from the liquid nitrogen reservoir was
therefore 1.15K.
3.1 Measurements and Calculations
Sample 1 was successively stabilized at nominal temperatures of 240K, 200K,
and 175K by cooling it from room temperature. The measurements at 200K and 240K
were then repeated by heating the sample from the 175K level. The temperatures
measured after stabilization of the reading for the measuring plate are listed in Table 5.
The emissivity was calculated from the basic equation given in Section 2. 0. The cal-
culated emissivities were then corrected for the nominal errors introduced by front
radiative loss and lead conduction (Sections 4.1 and 4.3). The results are listed in
Table 5.
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4Table 5 Experimental Results on Sample 1
T1 T2 T3 ei ci (corrected)
239.4K 97.64K. 78.38K 0.0161 0.0166
199.7 89.98 78.41 0.0176 0.0182
174.4 87.09 78.56 0.0217 0.0225
193.65 89.17 76.53 0.0182 0.0188
239.4 97.09 78.65 3.0154 0.0158
The nominal sample temperature of 175K is near the lower end of the tempera-
ture controller range. The results at this temperature are therefore probably not as
accurate as those at 200K and 240K. We will therefore limit ourselves to the emissivity
determinations at the two higher temperatures. All four (corrected) determinations on
sample 1 at the higher temperatures lie in the range given by
61 - 0.0173 t0. 0015
The relative error or uncertainty is then
b---el _	 ±_ 0.087
el
This is somewhat larger than the maximum relative error at 200K estimated from the
error sources (Table 13, Section 4.7). The difference may be attributed to the failure
of the measuring plate to reach a steady-state condition (See Table 8 in Section 4.2).
For some reason, the repeatability at 200K (6 el /E, = ^±- 0. 003) and 240K (t 0.004) is
considerably less than the variation with sample temperature.
Any variation in the emissivity of sample 1 with temperature appears to be no
larger than the experimental error. In fact, the apparent increase in emissivity with
a decrease in temperature is opposite to the expected variation (M. Jakob, Heat
Transfer, Vol. 1, Wiley, 1949, Chapter 7). Because of the apparent absence of a
significant variation with temperature and because of the time required to make even
one set of measurements, samples 2 and 3 were stabilized only at the nominal 200K
temperature.
The final temperatures for sample 2 were:
Ti -	 197.3K
T2 -	 108.4K
T3	78.53K
15
and the calculated emissivity was
E 1	 --	 0.070
This is about four times the emissivity determined for sample 1. The sample was
then separated 1 inch from the measuring plate and the temperature of the measuring
again allowed to come to a steady value. Because the distinction between specular
and diffuse reflection at the sample is negligible for this geometry, the new tempera-
ture of the measuring plate can be used to obtain an estimate of the emissivity (equations
given in Appendix II). The measured temperatures were
T1 --	 198.1K
T2	 87.17K
T3 	78.45K
and the calculated emissivity,
E1	 0.032
Separation of the sample from the measuring plate by 1 inch therefore reduced
the apparent emissivity by a factor of 2.2. The maximum emission angle from the
sample to the plate in the separated position was 51 degrees from the sample normal
at the center and 72 degrees at the edge. The reduction in emissivity and the high
values of emissivity can be explained by cavities in the surface of the sample. The
cavity effect would be greater in the close-spaced position where rays are emitted
from the sample to the plate over wiarly an entire hemisphere. Inspection of the
sample showed that its surface was covered with small depressions and waves, except
for a smooth crescent along one edge. Inspection of a sample Filter Wedge Spectrometer
cone on hand showed that it contained only a small area of similar appearance located
toward the top of one cone wall.
The final temperatures for sample 3 were
Ti =	 196.3K
T2	 101.7K
T3 -	 7 8.86K
and the calculated emissivity was
E1	 -	 0.048
When corrected for the nominal systematic errors, the emissivity becomes 0.049 with
an estimated error of ± 0.003.
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3.2 Discussion
The experimental results show that it is possible to produce an inner cone wall
with a low emissivity. Sample 1 has a hemispherical emissivity (0.017) equal to or
less than that of most gold surfaces, as shown by a comparison with the values given
by Hemmerdinger and Hembach (Chapter 20 to Handbook of Military Infrared Technology,
ed. by W. L. Wolfe, Office of Naval Research, 1965). They list emissivities for gold
surfaces that range from 0. 016 to 0.05.
In order to realize the full benefit of a low cone wall emissivity, the black
radiating area of the radiant cooler patch must see only cold space and the low
emissivity surface. This requirement has been met in the designs studied in Part I
to this report. An additional requirement is to use an inner cone wal! surface whose
reflection pattern is most nearly specular. Unfortunately, an attempt to measure the
deviation from specular reflection at the sample proved to be highly insensitive
(Appendix II).
Sample 2 is an example of how not to prepare the inner wall of a cooler cone.
The multiple reflections which resulted from the uneven plastic coating on the aluminum
substrate had a marked influence on the apparent surface emissivity. On the other hand,
sample 2 does show the type of surface to be avoided. In addition, it points out the
desirability of monitoring the inner cone wall emissivity during the construction of a
radiant cooler.
Sample 3 is not the beat of gold plated surfaces, although it is an acceptable one.
Hemmerdinger and Hembach quote a hemispherical emissivity of 0.03 for gold plate on
7075 aluminum. On the other hand, the sample emissivity is comparable to that of a
vacuum deposit of aluminum on a mylar substrate, and is sufficiently love+ for most cooler
components requiring a low emissivity, non-specular surface.
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4.0 ERRORS AND UNCERTAINTIES
The precision of the experimental determination of sample emissivity is limited
by errors and uncertainties. These errors and uncertainties arise from the approxima-
tions and assumptions made in the derivation of the basic equation used to calculate the
emissivity (Section 4.1) as well as from inaccuracies in the temperature measurements
(Section 4.2). In addition, there is an implicit assumption that the measured temperatures
are also the temperatures at which the bodies radiate, at least to the accuracy of the
temperature measurements themselves.
There are two significant sources of error associated with the calculation of the
radiative thermal balance equation for the measuring plate {Section 2.0). These arise
from the uncertainty in the emissivity of the 31M black velvet coating used on the
measuring plate and cavity and from the finite extent of the 6ample and measuring
plate. Conductive coupling to the measuring plate (Sections 4.3 and 4.4) as well as
radiative coupling to its edge (Section 4.5) were neglected in obtaining the basic equation
and therefore introduce errors into the results. The influence of a deviation from
Kirchhoff's law on the accuracy of the emissivity determination is explored in Section 4.6.
The maximum over-all relative error (6c 1/c 1 ) or precision depends on both the
sample emissivity and sample temperature. It ranges from about 0.14 at an emissivity
of 0.02 and a temperature of 175K to about 0.067 at an emissivity of 0.06 and a !emperature
of 250K (Section 4.7). The conductive coupling to the plate and radiative coupling between
its front surface and the cold cavity produce negative systematic errors in the determina-
tion of sample emissivity. It is therefore possible to make a nominal correction for
these errors, so that they are replaced by uncertainties in the corrections themselves.
This reduces the estimated relative error to 0.10 at an emissivity of 0.02 and temperature
of 175K and to 0.045 at an emissivity of 0.06 and temperature of 250K.
Finally, the measuring plate should reach a temperature sufficiently close to
thermal equilibrium that the resultant maximum relative uncertainty is no larger than
that introduced by the random and systematic errors in the experimental apparatus.
This occurs when the plate is at a temperature within about 1 percent of its equilibrium
value. The 1 percent deviation produces a relative uncertainty in emissivity of 0.13 at an
emissivity of 0.02 and temperature of 175K and of 0.05 at an emissivity of 0.06 and
temperature of 250K.
4.1 Basic Equation
Inthe derivationof the basic equation (Section 2.0), it is shown that the
approximation that
F21 C2
1 (1 -,E
	
	
1
1 (1 E 2)
 F22'
produces a negligible error in the calculation of sample emissivity E 1. On the other
hand, the ^incertainty in the value of the radiative coupling factor E 23 (Table 3) produced
4
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6by an uncertainty
 in the value of emissivity for 3M black velvet introduces a relative
uncertainty in c I of
^
11 - + 0.013.E 1 A
In addition, the finite extent of the sample and measuring plate result in a net
radiative loss o2f-3 from the front surface of the measuring plate to the cold cavity.
The value of 
'§2f-3 is approximately (See Section 2.0)
§2f-3 ` E 23 oA2 1 - F22 ? T 24 - T34	 (3)
Assuming that it Equals zero therefore introduces systematic relative error given by
 _. f-3 	 1 - F22 1
E 1 B E oA2 _ T2 - T^
The negative sign shows that 42f-3 reduces the temperature of the measuring plate and
therefore the apparent emissivity of the sample. Using the value of F 22 1 in Section 2. 0,,
we have
1 ^, = -0.016.
The same result may be obtained from a simple model. The separation between
the plate and sample forms a hoop from which radiation travelling between the plate and
sample escapes to the cold cavity. The fraction of radiation leaking to the cold cavity
is approximately
A 46
jrd2/4	 d
where d is the diameter of the measurirg plate and S its separation from the sample.
For b equal to 0.010 inch and d equal to 2 . 50 inches, we obtain
a 0.016
Now the flux which leaks out to the cold cavity may be reflected back to the
hoop and therefore modify the radiative interchange between the sample and measuring
plate. The maximum possible amount of returning flux is § 2fx3 (1 - E 3) . Since 'E3  has
a value of about 0 . 99 (Section 1. 3),, the resultant error cannot exceed 1 percent of that
introduced by 1 2f-3 • Thus, the effect of multiple reflections among the sample, plate,
and cavity on the radiative balance of the plate is negligible, as assumed in Section 2.0.
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4.2 Temperature Measurements
Errors in the measured temperatures produce a relative error in the calculated
emissivity (equation 2) given by
t 1 _ _ 4T 14 	6T1	 4T24 ('1'14
 _ x`34)	 6T2
E 1 c
	
Ti _ T2
 T1 + (T2 _ T3) (T1 _ T 2 	T2
4T34
	6T3
T24 - T34 T3
where 6T i
 is the error in the measured temperature of component i. Errors in
temperature measurements originate in the platinum sensors, their bridges, and in
the bridge readout instrument. In addition, there is a variation in the sample temperature
introduced by its temperature controller and in the cavity temperature produced by its
level controller. The magnitudes (A the temperature errors are listed in Table 6.
Table 6. Temperature Measzarement Errors
Error Source Ti T2 T3
Sensor and Bridge ±O. 14K ±0.14K ±0.1OK
Readout ±0.11* ±0.08** ±0.01
Controller ±0.5 ±0.18
Max. Total	 ±0.76	 ±0.22	 ±0.26
* Includes differential thermocouple. ** Includes nickel leads.
The errors in the tex.iper ature sensors and bridges are from the Rosemount
Engineering Company (Minneapolie, Minn.). "he cold cavity sensors have a temperature
range of 73K .z^ 123K, the measuring plate sensor of 73K to 1731,4 and the sample sensors
of 173K to 273K. The output from all bridges covers the range from 0 to 50mv for the
above temperature ranges. Because of its large thermal lag (Appendix I), the measuring
plate does not follow the variations in the controlled sample temperature but responds to
the average radiation temperature.
The integrating digital voltmeter used as a readout device is a Doric Scientific
Corporation (San Diego, CaAfornia) Model.. DS-100 -K6. The repeatability, accuracy and
temperature effects for the two ranges of interest are listed in Table 7.
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Table It. Characteristics of Readout Device
Ra,,j, Repeatability Accuracy Temperature Effects
+10mv 4 AV *0.02% RDG. *0.01% FS (0.005% RDG. t5 pV)/°C
f2 µV
f1.00mV ±10 pV t0.01% K DG. ±0.01% FS (0.003% RDG. f0.5 AWOC
* 24 hour; 23 f 16
Sources of error in the sensors and bridges are sensor self-heating, sensor
stability, bridge stability, calibration accuracy, and power supply stablility. These
produce errors that are largely random in nature, as do the readout device and
temperature controller. The Chromel-eonstantan differential thermocouple has a
maximum readout error of about ±0. 08K in the temperature range covered by the sample.
The platinum resistance sensors have maximum readout errors that depend on the
voltage level (reading,, RDG). However, the errors are all small compared with those
from other sources and may therefore be taken as constants over the tmperature ranges
of interest.
The maximum relative error in E 1 can be calculated from equation (10) using the
data in Tables 4 and 5. The results are shown in Table 8. Emissivities are limited to
the range from 0.02 to 0.06.
Table 8. Maximum Relative Ex°-L or from Temperature Measurements
6
C 
0.02
0.04
0.06
+ beel 1 for T 1 equal to
 
c
175K	 200K
	
0.082	 0.055
	
0.055	 0.040
	
0.046	 0.035
250K
0.032
0.027
0.024
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bThe relative uncertainty in emissivity produced by a deviation from thermal
equilibrium can be estimated by the second term in equation (10). If the measuring
plate has a temperature that deviates 1 percent from its equilibrium value, 45' T2/T2
is equal to 0.04. 1 ►.e corresponding relative uncertainties in emissivity are shown
in Table 9.
Table 9. Relative Uncertainty for a 1 percent Deviation from Thermal Equilibrium
be,1 for T 1 equal to
€1 175K 200K 250K
0.02 0.13 0.094 0.062
0.04 0.090 0.069 0.053
0.06 0.076 0.062 0.050
4.3 Lead Conduction
The electrical and support leads from the measurir.ig plate are thermally and
ne chanically connected to the cold cavity (Figure 1). They conduct a power Kw(T2 T3)
from the plate to the cavity, where K w is the thermal conductance of all the leads. The
relative error which results from the assumption that Kw is zero is given by
Ae 1	 Kw (T2 - TOE l D
	 Q,A2 F 23 (T7 - 3 1
The support consists of three 0.02 inch diameter fiberglass filaments with a
thermal conductivity of 0.003 W cm -1K-1 . The four electrical leads from the platinum
resistance thermometer in the plate are 0.002 inch diameter nickel with a thermal
conductivity (at 100K) of 0.76 W • cm-LK'i (See references on nickel in Section 1.2).
The supports are 1.0 inch in length and the leads, 6.0 inches. The thermal conductance
Kw is therefore 1.13 x 10- 5
 W.K-1.
The resultant relative error is shown in Table 10 for the range of sample
emissivity and sample temperature (which determine T2 for a fixed T 3; Table 4). The
radius of the front surface of the plate (A 2) is 1.25 inches, and c G3 is 0.97 (Section 2.0).
(11)
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tTable 10. Relative Error From Lead Conduction
for T 1 equal to1
€ 1	 75K	 °	 200K	 250K
0.027 0.025 0.020
0.024 0.021 0.017
0.022 0.019 0.014
0.02
0.04
0.06
T2 = 80K
4.4 Gaseous Conduction
The residual gas pressure in the vacuum chamber should be sufficiently low
that the gas conducts a negligible amount of heat between surfaces. At low pressures
(below 10-3 torr), where the mean free path of the gas molecules is large compared
to the dimensions of the structure, the power transported per unit area of the inner
surface by free-molecule gas conduction is (R. H. Kropschot in "Applied Cryogenic
Engineering", ed. by R. W. Vance and W. M. Duke, Wiley, 1962, p. 155)
Hg _ K<xP(T 0 - T i) ,	 (12)
where
K = a constant,
a = over-all accommodation coefficient,
P = pressure,
Ti
 = temperature of inner surface,
To
 = temperature of outer surface.
This equation is for concentric spheres, coaxial cyclinders, and parallel plates. T e
constant K is given by
1/2y+1(77R
K	
r1MIT	 (13)
23
where
y	 Cp /CV , the specific heat ratio, assumed constant,
R	 molar gas constant,
1MI = molecular weight of the gas,
T : temperature at the point where P Is measured.
The over--all accommodation coefficient depends on the accommodation coefficients,
al and ;2, of the two surfaces according to
al n'2	 (14)
°^ a 2 + ail (1 -	 i
Ao
where Ai is the area of the inner surface and Ao of the outer surface.
For Ai/Ao equal to unity or less and for air at temperatures below 300 ?K, ^x
is approximately one, and
Hg = 1.5 x 10-2
 P (To - T i) W cm-2	(15)
where P is in torr and the temperatures are in kelvins. The temperature T at the
pressure gauge is assumed to be 300 K. Equation (15) will be used as an approximation
to the geomtries in the experimental apparatus (Figure 1).
Gaseous conduction transfers heat from the sample to the measuring plate and
from the ne asuring plate to the cold cavity. The net amount transferred per unit area
of either the front or rear surface of the plate is 1.5 x 10 -2P(T 1 + T 3 - M). Neglect-
ing this heat transfer results in a relative error given by
SE 1	 1 . 5 x 10-2 P (T 1 + T 3 -  2T2)
E l g	 O'23 (T2 - T 3
Typical values of the temperatures are T 1 = 200K, T2 = 1001-4 and T3 = 80K.
For a pressure, P, of 0.7 x 10- 6
 tort, we then have
bE	 .0.0024
e1
4.5 Plate Edge
The edge of the measuring plate is covered with a low emissivity gold tape.
There is a net radiative gain to the edge from the sample area that extends beyond the
plate and a net loss from the edge to the cold cavity. The gain is approximately
0 1-e =(1/2)v da ce e l (T14 T2` ,
6
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where
1/2 = approximate view factor from edge to sample,
d = diameter of measuring plater
a = thickness of measuring plate,
E e = emissivity of plate edge.
This equation neglects multiple reflections between the edge and sample; there
are none if either the sample or edge are specular reflectors. The loss is approximately
113
-e 
a 1 da C  ( T24 - T3^,
where the view factor from the edge to the essentially black cavity is very nearly one
for a high reflectivity sample.
Including the above couplings to the edge, the radiative thermal balance equation
of the plate at equilibrium becomes
(1/4)(c 1 - 6c 1) d (T 14 - T 2 -) +(1/2keE1 a (T 14 - T2 =(1/4)E23d(T24-T3^
+ E e a (T24 - T34).
Using the basic equation (Section 2 . 0) and its approximation
El =224-T:14
T i 	 24 -T 4
we obtain
& 1	 2ac e
E1 E	 d
The nne asuring plate has a thickness of 0.25 inch and a diameter of 2.50 inches. The
hemispherical emissivity of gold plating or gold tape (3 M Co., Industrial Tape Div.) is
about 0.03. For example, a gold plating on copper has a normal emissivity of 0.025
(AIP YAndbook, ed. by D.E. Gray, McGraw-Hill, 1957, p. 6-69). The ratio of
hemispherical emissivity is about 1 . 2 times the normal (ibid., p. 6-73) or 0.030. The
relative error is then
1 = -0.006.
El
The net relative error from gaseous conduction and plate edge radiation is the
order of -0.4 percent. This is negligible compared with the errors from approximations
in the basic equatioN inaccuracies in temperature measurement, and neglect of lead
conduction.
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4.6 Non-Grey Error
If the absorptivity al of the sample for radiation from the measuring plate is
not equal to its emissivity, the radiative thermal balance equation for the measuring
plate at equilibrium becomes approximately
E1 
Tl4 
al T24 _ E23 (T 24 _ T34)
Setting a l E 1 + Aa l, this equation yields
T24 - T34	0 al' T24
E 1 = E 23	 +
Tl - T2	 T14-T24
The relative error from assuming Aal equals zero is then
k
1	 ^°^1.	 1
n _ 
E((*22
_ 1
 ^+
and the relative error is
15 E1
For a typical case T 1/T2 = 2
(18)
We have no knowledge of the magnitude of 0cq/ E 1 ; however even a value of 0.1
introduces a relative error of only 2 /3 percent in the determination of E 1 .
4.7 Over-all Precisi,^a
The maximum relative error in the determination of sample emissivity is listed
in Table 11 for the ranges of emissivity and temperature. The errors and uncertainties
included are those in the basic equation and temperature measurements and from the
assumption that the lead conduction is zero.
Table 11. Over-all Maximum Relative Error
Maximum 6c
 1 for T1 equal to
E1
6 1 175K 200K 250K
0.02 0.14 0011 0.081
0.04 0.11 0.090 0.073
0.06 0.097 0.083 0.067
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6Instead of determining a maximum relative error for inaccuracies in the
temperature measurements, the individual inaccuracies may be treated as random and
independent errors which obey Guassian statistics. The only systematic sources of
error in the measurement of temperature appear to be sensor self-heating and the
temperature calibration (against a primary standard). The former is less than 0.003K
and the latter approximately 0.02K. Both are therefore small compared with the
over-all inaccuracies in the sensor-bridge combination. In this case, we may treat
the inaccuracies listed in Table 6 as standard deviations. The over-all standard
deviation of each temperature is then the square rout of the sum of the squares of
the individual deviations (from the sensor-bridge, readout, and controller). The
results are listed in Table 12.
Table 12. Estimated Standard Deviation. of Temperature Measurements
Temperature
	 bT (a)
T1	0.53K
T2	0.16K
T3	0.18K
The calculated emissivity is a function of the three temperatures,
c 1 = f (Tip T2, T3)
The standard deviation of c 1 is therefore (D.C. Baird, Experimentation: An Introduc-
tion to Measurement Theory and Experiment Design, Prentice-Hall, 1962, Section 3.7)
E (o) 2_	
a E 1 2 FT
	 2 j_ 1j j (^	 (19)
This quantity can be calculated from the coefficients in equation 10 (Section 4.2) and
the data of Table 4. For c 1 equal to 0.04 and T 1 equal to 200K, the result is
1 (0) = 0.017 .
E1
This compares with the estimated maximum relative error from temperature measure-
ments of 0.040 (Table 7).
Experimentally, a sufficient number of temperature measurements must be made
to justify the calculation of the standard deviations. The standard deviation of each
meson temperature measurement can be calculated from the best estimate of the standard
deviation (!bid., Section 2.7) and the standard deviation of the mean emissivity value
from equation (19).
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It is then necessary to combine the standard deviation produced by inaccurate
temperature measurements with the uncertainties in the systematic errors. First,
a nominal correction must be made for each systematic error along with an estimate
of uncertainty (t b x ) within which the value almost certainly lies. This has already
been done for c 23 (Sections 1.3 and 3.1). According to a method suggested by
T. M. Brown (ibid., Section 3.9), the quantity (2/3) 6 x can be compared with the standard
deviation of the mealy since both quantities correpond to approximately 2/3 probability.
An equation of the form (19) can then be used to calculate an uncertainty in E 1 which has
a 2/3 probability attached to it, in place of the standard deviation of the mean.
Because of the limited number of experiments (Section 3.0), we will not attempt
to estimate an overall uncertainty corresponding to 2/3 probability. We will, however,
make nominal corrections for the systematic errors produced by the front radiative
loss to the cavity (B) and by the lead conduction (D). The variation in separation
between the sample and measuring plate is about :0.005 inch. A nominal correction
for error B the: fore leaves a relative uncertainty of approximately (0:008. A
nominal correction for error D should leave a negligible uncertainty. The resultant
over-all maximum relative errors are listed in Table 13.
Table 13. Over-All Maximum Relative Error After Nominal Corrections
S. 1 for T 1 equal to
1
E 1 175K 200K 250K
0.02 0.10 0.076 0.053
0.04 0.076 0.061 0.048
0.06 0.067 0.056 0.045
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5. U NEW TECHNOLOGY
No new technology is employed in the experimental apparatus used to determine
the hemispherical emissivity of cone wall surfaces. The technique utilized is basically
a calorimetric one in which the sample temperature is fixed (See, for example, NASA
SP-31, Measurement of Thermal Radiation Properties of Solids, ed. by J. C Richmond,
1963).
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APPENDIX I
TIME TO ATTAIN THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM:
We may define the time to attain thermal equilibrium as the time to go from a
specified Initial temperature to a temperature within 1 percent of the thermal equili-
brium value. It may be obtained from the transient radiative thermal balance equatic .
of the measuring plate,
vA2 E1 (T14 -T4) ° aA2 e23 (T4 -T34) + C dT..dt
where T	 -	 temperature of plate as a function of time t
C	 average thermal capacit) )f plate
This equation yields
C	 dT	 T 4 -T4
023 + el) a A 2	 dt	 o
where T 4 	 el T 1
4 + t2., T34
To	 El + E23
(1-1)
B
The temperature T o is the equilibrium temperature of the plate. Setting
X
	 T/'To
C	 average thermal capacity	 (1-2)and	 T'o =	 4 a A2 To2 (e1 *623) s thermal conductance at equilibrium 
we obtain	 dt	 4 .To
	
dx
If C were constant with temperature, T,o would be the thermal time constant at
equilibrium, I. e. , the response time to small temperature changes aboist equilibrium
(See R. A. Smith, F. E. Jones, and R. P. Chasmar, The Detection and Measurement
of Infrared Radiation, Oxford, 1957, Section 2.7).
When t goes from zero to the time Td to attain thermal equilibrium, x goes from.
Ti/To to 1. 01, where T i
 Is the initial plate temperature. Hence, we have
I-1
71.01
Td	 4	 dx
To -
i/To
Integrating the right side (G. Petit Bois, Tables of Indefinite Integrals, Dover, 1961),
we obtain
1.0.1
--	 to 1 A + 2 aretan x	 (I-3)
To	 L	 1 -x	 Ti/To
As a worst case, consider the cooling of the plate from an initial temperature Ti of
294K toward a i v-quilibrium value To of 87.7K (Table 4). The result is
Td
---	 3.71
TO
The thermal capacity of the plate is
C	 --	 ( 1/4) p c r d2 a
	
wherE p	 -	 density of copper
	
C	 -	 average specific heat of copper
	
d	 -	 diameter of measuring plate
	
a	 -	 thic! mess of measuring plate
The time constant To is then
a- c
To -	 4 (61 ++23 3 03	 T-4
The average specific heat of copper between 294K and 87.7K is about 0.33 joules/gmoC
(Handbook of Chem, & Phys. , 44th ed. , pp. 2352-53). For a = 0.2 inch, p = 8.89
gms/cm3 , and To = 87.7K, we obtain for 61 + 623 = 1.
TO 	--
	
27. 1 sirs
The time required for the measuring plate to cool from 294K to within 1 percent of the
equilibrium temperature at 87. 7K is then
Td
 =	 100 hrs.
If the equilibrium temperature is 127K rather than 87.7K, the time to cool
from 294K to within 1 percent of equilibrium is reduced to 34 hours.
T-2
APPENDIX II
DETERMINATION OF THE DEVIATION FROM
SPECULAH REFLECTION
The inner walls of a radiant cooler cone should not only have a low emissivity
but also a low level of diffuse reflectivity. A simple model assumes that the reflectivity
has specular and diffuse components,
p = ps + p^d .
A means of determining the fraction of diffuse reflectivity, pd/p , is desirable. In
order to accomplish this, the geometry of the sample and measuring plate must be
altered from close-spaced plane-parallel. The present apparatus permits the geometry
to be changed to plane-parallel at a significant separation (solid line position in
Figure 1). Unfortunately, as shown below, this geometry does not produce a significant
change in the radiant heat transfer upon going from specular to diffuse reflectivity at the
sample. It appears that the geometry must approximate that between the black patch
(measuring plate) and cone wall (sample) in a radiant cooler. For example, the sample
could be set below the measuring plate at an angle of 90 degrees or more. In this
position, a specular sample reflects all incident radiation from the plate to a surround-
ing cavity. On the other hand, a diffuse sample returns a significant fraction to the
plate.
For the separated plane-parallel geometry of Figure 1, the net radiant flux
transferred between the measuring plate and the specularly reflecting 3ample is
(notation of Section 2.0)
§ 1-2	 A2 F21 E 1 a(Ti4 - T24)	 (II-1)
and between the measuring plate and cold cavity, it is
	
12-3 = A2 a T24 _ T34 1 + 1 - F21	 ps F21 - F22 , (II-2)C
These equation assume that both the measuring plate and cold cavity have an emissivity
of one. In addition, the second equation neglecto variations in reflectivity over the
sample. For pure specular reflection, ps is equal to (1-). The thermal-balance
equation is obtained by setting 11_2 equal to ^§2-3 .
As an example, consider a sample whose hemispherical emissivity 'E 1 has
previously been determined to be 0.016. Furthermore, if the sample and measuring
plate are separated by 1 inch, the view factors are
F21. = 0.739853
and
F22' = 0.231000.
II-1
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6T1 is set at 200K and T3 at 80K, the temperature T2 of the measuring plate for pure
pecular reflection is then 84.66K.
For .diffuse reflectivity at the sample, it
	
is unchanged. However, 42-3 becomes
A2 a T 4 - T3^ 1 + 1 - F2 -1 + pd F2 _ C1 - F2-3	 (2	 ^	 dA	 dA-2)]
(II-3)
The area of the sample has been subdivided into annular sub-areas dA to account for the
non-uniform irradiation by the measuring plate. For 10 sub-areas of equal size and
a sample to plate separation of 1 inch, we have
EF2TdA (1-FdA _2) = 0.465 998.
If the temperatures and the emissivity are the same as for the specular example, the
diffuse thermal balance equation yields a measuring plate temperature of 84.76K. Thus
the difference in plate temperature between pure specular and pure diffuse reflection
is only 0. 1K for the separated plane-parallel geometry. This is completely insufficient
for the detection of deviations from specular reflection
II-2
